
 

Identify the back: insert  dowels into the holes—then 

join this back with one of the gables… Be sure to secure 

this join by inserting screws in the small holes from the 

outside. 
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Identify your two gables: look for the holes on the in-

side face —the small half-depth holes are for drawer screws.  

For Step 1 & 2 you can refer to your  

Drawer guide….. 

Identify the row of screw holes for 

the drawer runners… 

Place both gables face down and 

open up your hardware pack .  

Find the two pairs of drawer run-

ners and screw them in (wheels to 

front bottom) using the supplied 

5mm Euro Screws (like this). 
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Almost there: place the last  gable on to the carcass  en-

suring the dowels are aligned. Then secure with screws in 

the remaining holes. 

The front rail & bottom of your carcass are dowelled into the back 

& the gable so ensure these are correctly located. Ensure these are 

both screwed from the outside as well...  

 

Now place carcass on end. Insert dowels into  the front 

rail and bottom … and insert these into the gable. 
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You can now insert your drawers: ….. Guide the front 

wheel on each drawer box over the wheel on the runner and  

guide the drawer box home… 

Don’t forget to check you  

don’t have any screw holes 

left over…. 

 

 

When your ready to install this 

unit you will find you need to 

remove the drawers again to 

locate the carcass and secure 

to the wall & adjacent cabi-

nets. 
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Build your drawer Boxes:  Build your two drawer boxes 

and place them  to one side.  

For Step 1 & 2 you can refer to your  Drawer guide….. 

In this cabinet you have two large pot drawers on the bottom (359mm 

drawer front and 150mm drawer side) with a gallery rail.    
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SF2DRHP: 

Floor Cabinet—2-Door HOTPLATE (600mm) 


